It's been all over the news. There was a brutal stabbing with no evidence other than a police sketch based on the only witness' description of the perp. You are the town's newest detective, and this is your very first solo-case. You have a hunch as to who the escaped murderer is, only thing is you don't have any evidence to back that claim up... yet. Use your sleuth and prowess to collect definitive proof he's your guy and get out of there before he gets home.

Hurry! You only have 20 minutes before he discovers you snooping in his things and makes you his next victim.

Murder Mystery Flow Chart

START
Player finds murder weapon and news article

Finds winners' plaque with scratched out name

Finds the missing name from Plaque: "CHRIS" on marksman business card

'CHRIS' opens 5 digit lock on a box hiding a page to decode

Decipher message from box "you put it all together now grab all evidence and flee!"

Finds Random symbols on Travel business card (Cipher)

Finds 5 business cards in jacket pocket

Finds winners' plaque with scratched out name

20 MINUTES

3 CLUES

3 CLUES

#1 - help with finding the name

#2 - help figure out how to decode

#3 - Make sure they escape WITH the evidence!